Abstract: Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) proposed an empirical model relating global temperature to global sea level. The fitting of this model did not take proper account of the dependence structure of the data. We show how their model in fact has a superfluous dependence on temperature change. In addition, we demonstrate how the smoothing procedure the authors used can be avoided, develop a fitted model using updated data, and apply the fitted model to calculate confidence intervals for projected sea level rise under different scenarios using the latest modeling experiment for the new IPCC assessment report.
Introduction
One of the anticipated consequences of a warming climate is sea level rise.
It is the consequence of two main causes: thermal expansion of sea water, and increased melting of glaciers and other land ice masses. However, the detailed understanding of the melting process of the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets is still limited, and the uncertainties associated with these processes and with the role of the virtually unknown deep ocean are still very high (Stocker et al., 2010) .
Partly because of these uncertainties, some statistical approaches (called semi-empirical in the climate literature, although they seem to be purely empirical to us) have been developed to relate historic sea levels to temperatures (see Rahmstorf et al. (2011) for an overview). The thought is that such relations can be used to estimate sea level rise from climate model temperature projections, which are calculated under a variety of potential scenarios for greenhouse gas emissions and other anthropogenic forcings of the climate system. Since most climate models anticipate substantial warming in the 21st century under all scenarios considered, this means that the statistical models will be applied to a region of temperatures and sea levels outside the range of the training data.
Generally, the statistical models have yielded estimated sea level rises that are substantially higher than the projections made by the climate models, fueling a concern that the model projections are too optimistic and the models are missing crucial aspects of the physics causing sea level rise. The 2010 IPCC sea level rise workshop (Stocker et al., 2010) mentions particularly the understanding of ice-sea coupling, outlet glacier geometry, and drifting sea level in control runs.
While problems in climate models are beyond the scope of this paper (and the understanding of the authors), we demonstrate that the high values of projected sea level rise reported from statistical models are due to poor statistical practice, to lack of robustness with respect to data, and to unwarranted (and largely undocumented) corrections of sea level due to land reservoir storage. In section 2 we discuss the various models suggested by Rahmstorf and his group. Section 3 deals with updated data sets and more statistically defensible fitting methods, while section 4 calculates sea level rise projections and quantifies aspects of the uncertainty associated with them. Finally, in section 5 we compare our findings to the climate model results reported in the latest IPCC assessment of the physical basis for climate change. .
The Vermeer-Rahmstorf Approach
Rahmstorf (2007a) developed an empirical relationship between sea level rise and global temperature based on linear regression analysis. This was developed further in Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) , where an improved relation was obtained by including temperature change in the regression equation, and somewhat revised in Rahmstorf et al. (2011) . In this section we will revisit the analysis in these papers, using the same data as these authors. All analyses in this paper are made using the R statistical package (R Core Team, 2012) , and the code and data sets used are all available at http://www.statmos.washington.edu/datacode.html. Let T t be the estimated mean global temperature at time t from the Goddard Institute of Space Sciences (Hansen et al., 2001) , and H t the corresponding mean global sea level change (from Church and White (2006) ). Figure 2 .1 shows the two time series and the corresponding scatter plot. There is no particularly strong relationship between the series, and a very slow increase in the rate of change over time.
In order to relate change in sea level to temperature, Rahmstorf (2007a) first smoothed both series, obtainingT t andH, respectively. The smoother used was a singular spectrum analysis decomposition (Vautard and Yiou, 1992 ) with a 15-year window. The regression equation was
where T 0 corresponds to an equilibrium temperature and t are errors. The rate dH t /dt was approximated by differencingH. Rahmstorf (2007a) did not assume that the errors are independent. Rather, he binned the data in five-year bins, and performed ordinary least squares estimation of the parameters a and T 0 . Plotting the autocorrelation function for the residuals from the binned regression ( Figure   2 .2) we see that the binning did not produce the desired result (Rahmstorf, 2007b) to remove the correlation in the residuals.
A time series analysis of the residuals from an ordinary least squares fit of the regression 2.1 without performing the binning indicates that the residuals are reasonably described by an ARMA(2,1)-process, and a generalized least squares fit yields estimatesâ = 0.35 (standard error 0.05) andT 0 = −0.47 (0.08), to be compared to the estimates 0.34 (0.04) and -0.50 (0.06) from Rahmstorf (2007a) .
Thus, at least in this case, the standard errors from the binning process are quite similar to those from an unbinned time series analysis. The paper was discussed by Holgate et al. (2007) and Schmith et al. (2007) .
Both Holgate et al. (2007) and Schmith et al. (2007) point out that using the 5-year binning can be problematic. Schmith et al. (2007) also points out that the estimation of the correlation coefficient (and its p value) in Rahmstorf (2007a) is not robust due to the linear trend in the data and concludes that a thorough analysis of the problem should include a time series analysis. The singular spectrum analysis smoother is not one commonly used in statistics. It was introduced in paleoclimatology (Vautard and Ghil, 1989) 8115-singular-spectrum-analysis-smoother/content/ssa.m. Our preference is the lowess smoother in R (Cleveland, 1979) , although we also look at
Smoothers
Friedman's supsmu (Friedman, 1984) . We first compare the output of the locally polynomial smoothers lowess and supsmu to the output of the SSA smoother. Figure 2 .3 shows that the fit to the sea level series of either smoother, for appropriate parameter choices, can be made nearly identical. Due to higher familiarity with lowess we will use that (with smoothing window 1/4 of the data length) in our analysis when we need a smoother. This smoothing parameter not only maximizes the correlation between the two smooths, but also the correlation in the model 2.1.
A difficulty with using smoothed data in regression is that the residuals will tend to have a more complicated time series structure. At the same time, the correlation between the series increases, but this correlation is spurious and only induced by the smoothing itself.
Vermeer and Rahmstorf 2009
Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) related sea level to global temperature through the differential equation
where H(t) represents sea level, T (t) represents global temperature, and T 0 a baseline temperature relative to averaged temperature anomalies. They Note that the slope with respect to T (t) changes drastically when we account for the time series structure, and that the slope with respect to dT /dt becomes non-significant, and changes sign. A large portion of Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) was dedicated to an explanation of the (indeed surprising) negative sign of the coefficient for temperature change, which is found spurious when taking the time series structure into account.
Reservoir Correction
Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) about all reasonably large sized reservoirs around the world, they modeled the amount of water that had been artificially withheld from the oceans. Using their results, they argue that the stored water, if allowed to run into the ocean, would further increase the sea level rise, and therefore should be accounted for when modeling global sea level rise. This is clearly important when considering Earth's water budget , but seems less relevant to projections of actual sea level. Of concern to policy makers is the observed global sea level, not the global sea level with some anthropogenic drivers removed. Since these drivers tend to reduce sea level, correcting for them will produce a higher sea level than the observed global sea level. Two options are to try to predict these anthropogenic drivers into the future and correct for them, which requires a number of assumptions about future behavior, or to make the assumption that the empirical model will be robust to these drivers and account for them in either the small scale term or in the error structure.
Later work by Wada et al. (2010) demonstrates that ground water depletion, which adds water into the ocean, has been occurring at generally higher rates compared to the reservoir correction and would actually balance and reverse the effects of the reservoir correction if included. Given this consideration, as well as the lack of any uncertainty modeling with respect to the reservoir correction as implemented in Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) , and the apparent non-robustness of the model to its inclusion, we leave the reservoir correction out of our calculations for the remainder of the paper. 
where has an AR(1) correlation structure (our analysis indicates that an ARMA(3,2) would be a better time series structure).
This model improves on Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) , producing more rea-sonable standard error estimates. However, the 'default' model chosen by Rahmstorf et al. (2011) uses a smoothed temperature time series and includes empirical corrections for anthropogenic effects of reservoirs and groundwater pumping, but not of groundwater depletion. The paper demonstrates the strong dependence of projections on the data set used for sea level rise and to a lesser extent for temperature, as well as on the empirical corrections.
An Updated Relationship
In this section we develop a statistical approach, based on equation 2.1 with and without smoothing, and using updated data sets, but ignoring the reservoir correction.
Updated temperature and sea level series
Since Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009) there has been a revision of the GISS temperature series (Hansen et al., 2010) , and updates of the global sea level estimates . Using the updated data, we fit equation SSA smoother, time series order selection tools find no structure, but a white noise test Lobato and Velasco (2004) and the periodogram both strongly reject the white noise hypothesis. For the lowess smoother, neither order selection tools nor the periodogram find significant structure, but the white noise test still rejects the null hypothesis with a P-value of 0.02. This is a consequence of using smoothers in the fitting.
The new data sets do differ somewhat from the previous ones. vations. This is most likely due to the availability of new stations, particularly in the Southern hemisphere .
Unsmoothed relationship
The smoothing discussed above creates an artificial correlation between the two time series. We now proceed to demonstrate that a time series fit can over- come the noise in the two series, and result in a very similar fit, without using any smoothing at all. Table 3 .1 compares three different sets of estimates, the smoothed fit from section 3.1, the raw fit from this section, and the fit to the same data using the same model from Rahmstorf et al. (2011) . The difference in estimates of T 0 between our estimates and those of Rahmstorf et al. (2011) is largely due to different reference periods, while the difference in estimates of a can partly be explained by the pumping correction, and partly by the fitting procedure and time series model used.
Projecting Sea Level Rise
In order to project future climate events, one uses climate models (large deterministic models solving a system of partial differential equations describing the various aspects of the climate system). Since there are no global models to NorESM1-M, Norway NorESM1-ME, Norway tive forcing (van Vuuren et al., 2011) . The four RCPs, labeled according to their predicted radiative forcing in 2100, are RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5.
The scenarios correspond to different policy decisions and their resulting outcomes (e.g. no decision on climate policy, decision on climate stabilizing policy, and decisions on climate policy that exceed their target level). This structure allows the RCPs to acknowledge the full range of uncertainty. With the variables combined, each individual RCP provides a basis for assessing mitigation options, associated costs, and potential future impacts on climate with the goal of informing policy-making related to sea level rise (van Vuuren et al., 2011) .
In this section we first describe briefly the experiment from which our climate projections are obtained, and then how for each of the four RCPs we can use our model to develop uncertainty bands for sea level rise, taking account both of the variability between models and of the uncertainty in the fitted relationship between global sea level and global temperature.
CMIP5 Experiment
In this analysis we selected climate models from the CMIP5 experiment (Taylor et al., 2012) which had computations for the four RCPs. Table 4 .1 shows which climate models we are using.
It is worth noting that some modeling groups have more than one model in this selection. Commonly such models have some code in common, and assuming that these models are independent, and that the union of them constitute an estimate of the between-model variability, is an oversimplification (Jun et al., 2008 ). This variability is undoubtedly an underestimate, but it is not easy to correct for it. With these sea level projections created, 90% intervals are generated by taking the middle 90% of global mean sea level projections for each year. While not a simultaneous confidence interval, for any given year these values represent where 90% of simulated paths fell. In Figure 4 .2, the projection intervals for each climate scenario are given for both the smoothed and the raw projections.
As would be expected, the confidence intervals are uniformly wider for the raw projections. The smoothed projections tend to be somewhat lower.
Discussion
The fifth assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Stocker and Dase, 2013) looked at global sea level rise in the climate models in CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) . Table 5 .1: Point estimates (medians) and 90% pointwise confidence sets for sea level rise projected in 2100 for the four climate scenarios used in AR5. We show our analysis using the smoothed data, our analysis using the raw data, and the AR5 model results.
lower sea level rise (even more so when the temperature projections are smoothed) than the rise projected in the climate models, contrary to the findings in Rahmstorf et al. (2011) where the empirical projected rise was substantially higher than that in the climate models. The uncertainty bands are smallest for the smoothed approach, larger for the raw time series regression, and the largest from the reported climate models. If there are sources of sea level rise, such as substantial land ice melt, and the gravitational changes resulting from that (Mitrovica et al., 2009 ), which have not been observed in the historical data, the empirical model cannot account for that. We believe that the discrepancy between our empirical models and those in Rahmstorf et al. (2011) is due to the correction for reservoirs, to poor statistical practice in fitting their relationships, and to the substantial sensitivity of all the empirical approaches to the exact data set used.
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